
 
Once again only one notice regarding this application was posted, this was on a pole near the applicants property.On 
several occasions this notice was interfered with so as it was not visable to the public. 
Residents living in the main area of the village have been completely unaware of this application  and we question 
whether the advertising of this application  is within the confines of legal requirements ( ONE NOTICE ) 
 
My husband and I are strongly opposed to a premises licence being granted at the now named The 616. 
 
The proposed licensing hours fall way outside the needs of these holiday lets.the site does not led itself  to the level  of 
activities being proposed. The village of Wellow is only small and is already served by one Public House and one 
Boutique hotel, the village we believe, is adequately provided for in this direction. the provision of premises with a 
licence with hours that appear to more in line with those of a Nightclub......which is most definitely not in the keeping 
with the beautiful small village of Wellow.  
 
In our estimation it will lend to an unbearable amount of noise and movement created by the constant attendance of the 
expected partygoers .It is not possible to control noise by merely putting up signs saying, "Please be quiet on leaving" 
especially when people have been enjoying hours of joviality.  
One only has to take stock of the behaviour  which occurs in town and city centres. 
The whole village  will suffer a dramatic change,which we believe will have far reaching adverse implications for years to 
come.  
Pollution to the area is a grave concern extra lighting inside the grounds of these premises, which is  situated on rising 
ground extremely close to WellowPark Wood a designated SSI site and is home to numerous species of animals, birds 
and fauna.The car parking area is also adjacent to the wood.  
 
The safety aspect is troublesome, there is NO alternative emergency access or exit to the site.It is a single track  
in,the same single track out part of which has NO passing places.The track is made up of limestone chippings. 
If this application were to be granted the impact on the main lane would be appalling with all the extra traffic, leading to 
be more of a main road and not that of a rural track which is meant for farm vehicles and several homes in the area. 
 
Part of the access leading to the site is very close to a dangerous staggered cross road and is adjacent to Wellow Dam 
a very large fishing pond this maybe inviting to persons who are leaving full frivolity and no with no inhibitions.  
 
Whatever measures are put in place, it is not possible to safeguard anywhere from crime and disorder. Sometimes an 
area unwittingly can lend itself for crime to be perpetrated and disorder can never be ruled out.  
 
The environment created by granting a premises licence  and any further developments ( holiday lets) will do nothing at 
all to create or safeguard a good environment. We are of the opinion  it will be total abuse of this village.. 
 
By reason of the foregoing this application should be refused.. 
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